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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
The articulate voice: four projects on the relationships between vocalists and their
listener/viewers
by
Jessica Aszodi
Master of Arts in Music
University of California, San Diego, 2012
Professor Susan Narucki, Chair
The following Master’s Thesis represents the culmination of two years’
work in the UCSD department of music. The Four Chapters reflect four of the major
projects undertaken during the course of study.
The first Chapter is an essay that deals with the idea of the vocalist as a
subject, in the context of performance and installation art. The following three
chapters contain the documentation of two performance projects and one major solo
recital undertaken during the period of my degree. The documentation includes audio
and visual documentation of the performances as well as extensive program notes and
in the case of the first project, an accompanying explanatory essay.
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CHAPTER 1

The voice in performance and installation art
Introduction
The voice is a powerful refrain in performance and installation art. This essay is
concerned with how the voice and vocalists affect the relationship between art-objects
and the subject1-audiences in performance and installation art. I will use examples of
work by four artists: Marina Abramovic, Janet Cardiff, Susan Philipsz and Alvin Lucier
to illustrate the discussion. The aforementioned artists utilise the human voice as a key
part of their work. This essay seeks to outline how the artists’ positioning and
presentation of vocal elements affects the listener/viewer’s experience of their physical
and phenomenal selves and describes the actual and potential relationships formed
between those listeners and the vocalising subjects. I will discuss how the voice, both in
its embodied and disembodied forms, is a uniquely dynamic medium capable of forming
complex relationships with listeners and of occupying many positions between subject
and object.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

I take as my model for the term ‘subject’ the description by Nick Mansfield in the “Introduction” to
Subjectivity: Theories of the self from Freud to Haraway . He defined the word ‘subject’ as having a fourpart meaning: “The subject of grammar… the politico-legal subject… the philosophical subject…and the
subject as human person..” The subject as ‘human person’ is the most accurately aligned to my own use of
the term in this essay, though I certainly use the word ‘subject’ to, more of less directly, encompass the first
three definitions as well. Mansfield defines this ‘human’ selfhood as the “intense focus of rich and
immediate experience…It is this unfinished yet consistent subjectivity that we generally understand as our
self-hood or personality” – Mansfield 2000. (Pg. 4.)

!
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In order to talk about the voice in installation and performing arts, I’d like to first
speak about how and why we listen to voices.
In Alvin Lucier’s Vespers2 (1968) he asks his performers to listen as if their lives
depended on it. Taking as inspiration the way in which echo-locating creatures move in
space; he asks that his human performers navigate using only the sonic information they
can glean from the perceivable acoustic properties of a given space. This may seem a
novel idea, but from an evolutionary stand-point humans have long known how to listen
as if their ‘lives depended on it’. The ability of the listener to grasp meaning from vocal
utterances allowed language to become a useful tool for the everyday operation of a
society and further to become a universally essential skill, necessary for evolution and the
continuity of the species.3 Our ability to relate to one another, as well as our capacity for
self-reflection, rests with our aptitude to comprehend and apply the information we glean
from vocalised words.
Listeners have long been schooled to seek meaning from what they hear; in
language more profoundly than in any other sound-set with which they engage.
Therefore, by introducing a vocalised text into an art-situation the viewer/listener is
instinctively attentive to the voice and seeks to elucidate the text. As listeners approach a

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
2
3

LaBelle, Brandon. Background Noise (pg 127)
Hurford, James R. Nativist and functional explanations of language acquisition (pg 89)
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work, more often than not, it is the text4 and the subject performing that text, that are first
noticed.
In her book Opera: or the undoing of women (1988) Catherine Clement takes for
a moment a contrary standpoint and presents an argument against the joining of words
with music:
[for the purist] the words of language are an unacceptable interference in
music that cannot be permitted… They prevent one’s really hearing.
They are parasites5

In the above statement Clement highlights an argument that has long under-mined
the legitimacy of opera and vocal-music6. It is my belief that the thing found most
repulsive by those who prefer to separate language from music, is the imposition of intersubjectivity.
For the listener, a vocalizing subject brings an immediate sense of relationship to
an Other. With text, comes a concretization of meaning and immediate communication of
personality that is confrontingly imperfect and human when compared to the distance
between art-object and listening-subject in abstract, non-vocal music. The listener can no
longer contemplate himself in the mirror he makes of his art-object: pure music. He is
forced to contend with a living, speaking other; one with a history, a before, an after and
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4

In a study dealing with test-subject’s ability to identify parts of speech (phonemes, syllables etc.) detailed
by B.H. Repp in “Some Cognitive and perceptual aspects of speech/music” in Music, language, Speech and
the Brain 1990 (pg. 261), it is stated that if the test “subjects had their way they would just focus on the
meaning of what was being said” rather than being able to identify the parts of words by their sound.!!
#"Clement Opera or the undoing of women. pg 13"
6
Taken from an argument posited in Catherine Clement in Opera: or the undoing of women ( (pg 12-14)
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a life beyond his listening. The vocalizing subject represents an embodied, complex selfhood that cannot be separated from the sound of the work itself. As historian Barry Hill
puts it:
[language is] a somatic act before it is anything else: it goes into
the ear before anything else and all our attempts to understand its
speaker are bound up with bodies in space together, with a form
approaching intimacy 7

Traditionally, the artwork has been viewed as object and the viewer/listener8 as
subject. By putting a frame around the human performer, we invite the audience to
objectify that performer. There is a significant tension between personhood and objecthood in this case. The presence of an embodied voice makes it difficult for the audience
to treat the artwork as pure object yet the frame we place around the performer gives
permission for the audience to relate to that performer as such. The vocalist is
unmistakably a human subject yet for the audience the performer is, in a sense, an object
to be judged. Within the performative context, the relationship between listener and
vocalising performer cannot be the same as the one we expect to see between two equal
subjects. The voice of the artist represents a schism between the self and the represented
self; it is the task of the viewer/listener to negotiate that relationship for themselves.
Throughout this essay I will examine the way that specific art-works utilise the voice by
addressing the artists’ compositional decisions with regard to: the timbre and grain of the
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
7
8

Hill, Barry. Broken Song: T.G.H. Strehlow and Aboriginal Possession (Sydney: Random house, 2002)
Leja, Michael. Reframing Abstract Expressionism: Subjectivity and Painting in the 1940s (pg. 10)
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voice9, proximity, media, amplification, physical situation, intended audiences, text,
recognisability and obfuscation. By examining these elements I seek to describe the ways
in which artists sculpt the listener’s experience of self-hood and the relationships they
form with the embodied (or disembodied) vocal performers.

Freeing the voice – Marina Abramovic
Marina Abramovic’s work is concerned with pushing the limits of endurance in
relationships, her-self and between the performer and the public10. In Freeing the voice,
the artist is a physically present, vocalising subject before the audience; many of her
works pivot on whether the performer is voiced or voice-less. She manipulates the
relationships between artist/object and viewer/subject with her silence or speech.
In Freeing the voice (1975) Abramovic uses her own body and voice to illustrate
the limits of human expression. Simply put, while lying in front of her audience, she
vocalises on each exhalation as loudly as she can (screaming, moaning and eventually
croaking and sighing) until her voice is no longer able to produce sound.
Human subjects enact this behaviour (moaning screaming etc.) instinctively, or
involuntarily when they are in great pain. In this work Abramovic tasks herself to live
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
9

Term applied as it was defined in Roland Barthes “The grain of the voice” in Image, Music, Text. In his
essay Barthes uses this term to describe the non-verbal, non language-based communicative aspects of a
voice; those parts of the sound and colour of a voice that tell us about the body and experience of the
vocalising subject.

"

10

Goldberg, Rose-Lee. Performance Art (pg. 165)!
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through the emotional (causes) and vocal (expression) of extreme pain; to emerge at the
end: emptied, voiceless, spent.
The voice is a penetrating thing. It departs from the body that creates it and
resounds in the auditory faculties of the listener. It is much harder to ignore a sound than
to look away. As posited by LaBelle 11 “The voice must leave the individual to show that
it is alive”. Upon the voice is ingrained the history, physiology and personality of the
subject, yet all these things must exit that subject through the vocal apparatus in order to
prove to the vocalist or anyone else, that it actually exists.
For the listening/viewing subject Abramovic certainly succeeds in proving her
vital, primal existence. Being themselves familiar with the experience and vocalised
expression of pain, from the work’s beginning the audience identifies with the pathetic
performer/subject. She appears to them as realistic and evocative. However as the
performance continues and as Abramovic empties herself, the audience’s identification
with the artist as an apperceivable subject is weakened. The length and homogeneity of
the work tests the endurance of the listener/viewer. Their capacity for attention and
engagement is pushed to a breaking where, I believe, most listeners will cease to be able
to identify with the performer inter-subjectively. The process Ambramovic undergoes
transforms her from relatable human subject, to art-object. She, who at the beginning
declaimed such strong proofs of her human vitality, has changed from a vocalising

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
11

LaBelle, Brandon. Background Noise (pg 103)
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subject to a muted, speechless body. The performer becomes the agent of her own
extinction. The audience must watch her expire.
Abramovic emerges from this experience not only spent in the physical sense but
in the emotional, inter-subjective and ontological sense. She has relinquished so much of
herself that her most effective mode of communication, her voice, is no longer available.
Ambramovic evacuates her self-hood by exhausting her potential for internal feeling and
inter-subjective communication, discarding scream after scream into the air, until she has
no more. The title of this work infers that the emptying of self displayed here
emancipates the subject but what does this emancipation mean for the viewer/listener?
As we travel with Ambramovitch through the piece, how are we as listeners
altered by her emptying of selfhood? I would argue that empathy plays a fundamental
role in the listener’s response. The artist performs an action that all listeners can
viscerally identify with. Initially, we experience a mirroring of remembered experience in
her screams. We remember the pain we have felt when we too have cried out and her pain
moves us. The action she undertakes is one with which we are all familiar and which, at
least initially, almost certainly evokes a strong emotional response in the listener.
However, as the performer’s voice tires so too does the listener’s ability to feel empathy
for her. By constructing a performance of such stamina testing duration, the artist frees
herself not only of her means of communication but the audience’s means for

!"
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identification; The mirror that allows us to see ourselves, seeing12 ourselves is shattered.
When she finally loses her battle, will we grieve?
Abramovic’s work ends here. What remains after the performance is, for me, an
interesting question. I would ask: What does the unchained performer do now? Does this
work succeed in staging a phenomenological fresh slate? Can the performed destruction
of one mode of sensory communication really hope to free us from the shackles of our
senses13? As a listener/viewer I emerge from this experience full of unanswered
questions. Perhaps this is what was intended?

Intimacy and expectation – Janet Cardiff
For any listener/viewer the vocal arts are a field with which they will be
undoubtedly familiar; exposure to popular and traditional vocal arts (theatre, popular or
folk-music, opera or music theatre) will, over time accumulate expectations,
preconceptions and connotations for the viewing/listening subject. These expectations
can create dissonance when art-works utilise the voice in an exotic setting or using wellknown material, but in an unusual way. Janet Cardiff’s Forty part motet (2001) utilises

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
12

This is an idea extracted from Lacan’s idea of ‘to see oneself seeing onself’ as explained in Duclos,
Rebecca. Reconnaissance/Meconnaissance (Bern, Peter Lang, 2009)!
13
This observation responds to Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s assertion in Phenomenology of perception (which
I grossly simplify and paraphrase here), that - we as subjects cannot separate ourselves from our perception
of the world.

"
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the disembodied voice in an unexpected context, transforming the experience of the
listener by challenging their expectations of the given situation.
In the Forty part motet a rehearsal and performance of Thomas Tallis’s work
Spem in alium for forty-part choir is staged, with 40 distinct recorded voices played each
through individual speakers arranged in the round, inside a gallery or other space,
through which the listener/viewer is free to move at their will.
While listening to a concert you are normally seated in front of the choir,
in traditional audience position. With this piece I want the audience to be
able to experience a piece of music from the viewpoint of the singers.
Every performer hears a unique mix of the piece of music. Enabling the
audience to move throughout the space allows them to be intimately
connected with the voices
Janet Cardiff -The forty part motet (2011)
The expected power-relationship between listening/viewing subject and the
performing subject/object is turned on its head in this piece. Cardiff states that she wants
the audience to experience what the singers can,14 to be inside the music’s many-layered
sound world, with voices buffeting them from all directions. I argue that given the
singer’s position is traditionally fixed in space throughout this onslaught of stimulus
Cardiff’s work gives the listener/viewer a freedom unknown to performers. Unlike the
performer in traditional settings, Cardiff’s listener/viewer may move freely through the
space, creating their own paths between the competing vocal lines. Unlike acoustically
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
!"

#Bures, George. Cardiff, Janet. Lingwood, James. Janet Cardiff and George Bures Muller
http://www.cardiffmiller.com/ (Accessed 03/16/11)#
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perceived human voices, the recorded voices heard by the audience are variegated vectors
of sound thrust into the space by highly directional speakers.
Inside this piece the listening/viewing subject is confronted with competing
instincts: experiment with this new space, or yield to their preconceptions about how to
behave when listening to classical music? In order to discuss these preconceptions we
must note the other side of the above-described power reversal. The once-live vocalists
(in this case, not only singing subjects, but speaking, natural subjects whose rehearsal we
hear prior to the performance) have been objectified by replacing each physical body of a
singer with a speaker. The replacement of body with technology creates a different
disembodiment than the complete physical absence of the vocalist. Unlike the scenario
created in Susan Phillipsz’s work (which we will discuss in the following chapter), there
is no mystery to this situation. These singers are not ‘present’ and we are unlikely to seek
or imagine them. The listener/viewer knows that though they listen to the sound of
individual voices, they can see and feel where that sound is coming from: loudspeakers.
The singer’s voices have been captured; the performer’s self-hood appears to be
enervated.
In this situation the viewer/listener has to overcome their fear of being close to
the performer. In a traditional performance the listener is only privy to the sum total of
sounds heard from afar. A key feature of this piece is that the listener/viewer is free to
approach individual singers (speakers), enabling them to hear all the nuance of that
individual performance, as well as hearing the performance as a whole from that singer’s

!!"
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vantage. Once in close proximity to the loudspeaker the listener/viewer discovers that
they are hearing a recording of what was once a human subject; they hear a fairly
accurate rendering of the irregularities and imperfections that are present in human
voices. As Amanda Stewart points out in her article Vocal Textures:
It seems that the moment the body is removed [from the recording of its
voice] is the very moment that it “returns” with reinvigorated power and
intimacy. Amplifying the voice… affords a greater intimacy with the
embodied, unamplified voice. Every fluctuation of breath, pitch, timbre
and volume at the edge of the speaking subject: stutters, slips of the
tongue, fluctuations of timbre, squeaks, rasps…. 15

Cardiff’s singers can be heard in all their imperfection. The small sounds that
make them human are on display in a way that a listener could not hear if one were seated
in an auditorium or opera house. These ‘human’ qualities are rarely perceived within the
concert-going conventions that surround ‘classical’ music. Though disembodied,
Cardiff’s recorded singers reveal more detailed markers of their physicality than a singer
heard from afar ever could. It could be argued that this, combined with the listener’s
increased closeness and mobility, allows these singers to form more intimate
relationships with their listeners than had they been physically present.

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
15

Stewart, Amanda. “Vocal Textures” Vocal aesthetics in digital arts and media (MIT Press, Cambridge,
Mass) pg. 177
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The mysterious voice: Susan Philipsz
The work of Susan Philipsz is an interesting example of the power of the voice to
gain the attention of the listener/viewer in unexpected circumstances. Her works involve
the introduction of a single element, her recorded voice, to transform an otherwise
unaltered location into a highly effective piece of sound-art. The vocalising subject we
examine here is different to the vocalists we have discussed in the previous two chapters.
Phillipsz’s work does not immediately confront the listener with any physical
representation of the voice. This is the first such example in this essay and it presents a
new permutation of the listening-subject to art-object relationship. The vocalist in this
work is not a corporeally manifest subject and the degree to which the listener/viewer
objectifies or ‘subjectifies’ the vocalist is likely to be more fluid and more personal than
in the previous two cases.
Phillipsz’s work has an open-ended character that invites myriad valid
interpretations. This essay will present just a few possible readings and will focus mostly
on the ways in which Philipsz connects with her listeners and her approach to the voice.
In her installation ‘Lowlands’ (2010) Philipsz used hidden speakers to play a
recording of her voice into an environment that, for most of her listeners, was familiar
and unremarkable. Her voice resounded in the space under three Glasgow bridges, adding
to the already present visual, auditory, tactile and olfactory stimulus (the sound of the
water, the passing of traffic and rail-services, the smell of the river and the cold of the
Glasgow air). The location is often frequented by those seeking solitude and concealment

!"#
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and is reportedly a hang out for drug addicts, dealers and the homeless.16 The artist took
this unlikely site and with the simplest of means transformed it completely. When a
visitor arrives they hear the voice of an unknown and unseen woman. Despite being
physically absent, the vocalist penetrates their space; the listener begins to wonder about
the source of the song and the singer.
Susan Philipsz deals with the spatial properties of sound and the
relationships between sound and architecture. Interested in the emotive
and psychological properties of song and how they can alter individual
consciousness, the artist utilizes public address systems in various spaces
to interject through the ambient noises of the everyday
-Susan Philipsz: About the exhibition Artspace, 2003
In much of Phillipsz’s work, she interrupts the subject’s daily experience, by
offering in an uncomplicated way, a new understanding of the mundane. She chooses as
her musical material popular and folk-derived songs that would likely have some emotive
resonance or anamnesis for the listener. The word resonance, here well employs its
double meaning; Phillipsz’s song resounds in the architecture of the physical space, as
well as in the listener’s memory. In this fashion the artist breaks down barriers between
herself and her audience. An understanding is implied between the absent artist/vocalist
and the listener/viewer; they have penetrated each-other’s spaces.
It is not only the recognisable words and melodies that allow the listener to feel
connected to the vocalist, it is also the grain of Phillipsz’s17 voice. The un-trained,
########################################################
!"
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unembellished and un-mistakably feminine quality with which she sings signal the
listener/viewer that the voice they hear is not a professional singer giving a performance,
but is the voice of someone much more ordinary. A passerby hearing a sound that they
recognize to be a recorded ‘performance’ has an immediate frame of reference from
which to react to the work. Philipsz’s voice does not present itself to the listener as
performative or ‘professional’. Hers could be any woman’s voice. It could remind the
viewer/listener of any number of women in their lives. We have all experienced at some
point or other, an instance of hearing the untrained singing voice of a friend or family
member. This usually occurs in intimate situations where the listener and singer know
and trust each other. To hear such a voice projected into a large space, for an audience of
strangers, is something unexpected and something for which the listener is unprepared.
Hearing that which is usually kept private, exposed in this way demonstrates an
openness in the vocalist that I find touching. She makes herself vulnerable, and this
makes her seem brave. The artist, representing the voice of the everyday person, has
chosen to expose a very personal part of herself and in doing so creates an atmosphere of
permissiveness, in which listeners may also make themselves vulnerable. This
vulnerability is key to creating an atmosphere where the listener/viewer may successfully
engage with an ordinary place in an extraordinary way.
As the listener/viewer interacts with the space, it is almost inevitable that they will
seek out the source of the voice. The listener is situated in a very ‘real’ very ‘everyday’
space, yet this disembodied voice opens up the space to the possibility of the unreal, the

!"#
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unexpected or even the supernatural. By not revealing herself to them, Phillipsz inspires
in her listener a sense of wonder; the imagination of the listener is awakened:
Listening to the recorded or transmitted voice can be a particularly
fascinating or uncanny experience: the acoustic properties of delayed or
remote vocalization allow us to envision the Other in a place at the same time
as that Other is only ever a result of our projection of a ‘self’ onto the abstract
sounds and a visualization of a space from which we imagine the voice to
have issued 18

The listener will be unsuccessful in seeking out the physical vocalist, but with
feelings of curiosity stirred, a listener may let their imagination complete the picture.
Though they only have access to a disembodied voice, the listener can visualise the
source of the sound. The singer, like the space her voice resounds in is very ‘real’
sounding; the listener/viewer senses that the vocalist is a person who must have a
physical life.
The absence of a physical vocalist is a central aspect of Phillipsz’s work. She is
never corporeally present in her pieces but separates her physical self from her recorded
self. The split between the artists’ physical body and her recorded voice suggests a kind
of schizophrenic property, as is suggested by R Murray Schafer in Tuning the World.19
He goes on to describe the effect of the ‘split’ as it occurs in recorded vocal music:

########################################################
18

19

Duclos, Rebecca. Reconnaisance/Mecconaisance (from The articulate object)
R. Murray Schafer. The tuning of the world: The Soundscape (New York, Knopf, 1977)
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“…sounds have been torn from their natural sockets and given an
amplified and independent existence…[the voice] is no longer tied to a
hole in the head but is free to issue from anywhere in the landscape” 20

The emancipated voice creates a problem for the viewer/listener: they hear the
voice of a human, vocalising subject but the physical absence of the sound’s author
destabilises the space. The listening subject, unable orient themselves in relation to the
protagonist of the scene, is unsure whether they are dealing with a singing subject (to
interact with) or a recorded object (to react to). They do not know if they are alone, if
they are being observed, whether they could communicate with the singer or whether
they are the only one present. The contrast between this instability and the familiar
qualities present in the recordings creates, for me, a remarkably potent dissonance.
The factors described above allow the listening/viewing subject to immediately
and actively engage with the work, despite the seemingly strange intrusion of an
unexpected voice breaking through their everyday experience. Phillipsz creates a
performing subject that occurs to the listener/viewer not as a discrete object, but as
something between object and subject. The artist’s voice transforms the space and the
listener’s experience of it by powerfully engaging the listener’s memory and body.

########################################################
20

R. Murray Schafer. The tuning of the world: The Soundscape (New York, Knopf, 1977)#
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Authors and Readers: Alvin Lucier
In Alvin Lucier’s I am sitting in a room (1969)21 the artist speaks the following
text into a tape recorder:
I am sitting in a room different from the one you are in now. I am
recording the sound of my speaking voice and I am going to play it back
into the room again and again until the resonant frequencies of the room
reinforce themselves so that any semblance of my speech, with perhaps
the exception of rhythm, is destroyed. What you will hear, then, are the
natural resonant frequencies of the room articulated by speech. I regard
this activity not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact, but more as
a way to smooth out any irregularities my speech might have.

As described above, the recording of Lucier’s speech is then played back into the
room in which it was recorded; this playback is then recorded by a second tape recorder.
This process is repeated until such time as the original recording dissolves into the
acoustical phenomena of the room. As Lucier’s recorded voice becomes entangled with
the space, “…sound and its source diffuse into a larger conversational interaction”
(LaBelle, Background Noise, pg 126). In the installation of this work the listener/viewer
wanders through rooms in which the recording plays, perhaps, searching for the source of
the recorded voice. They will always be disappointed.
The relationship presented here is complex. The author is a subject, who speaks to
the room in which he is recording (an object) but also, indirectly, he speaks to the
anonymous listener (another subject) who will eventually have their own conversation
########################################################
21

The description of how this piece operates is paraphrased from the score and from the account given in
Brandon LaBelle’s Background Noise (pg. 126)
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with the work. Through the processes applied in this piece, Lucier presents himself as
both subject and object. He makes explicit that he is the author of this text, that he is
performing the text with his own voice and that he will listen-to and re-record his own
performance until such time as the irregularities of his speech are no longer audible.
Lucier is at once: author and reader, speaker and listener.
If we take the model of relationship between author and reader proposed by
Roland Barthes22, Lucier’s work could appear to depict an act of martyrdom. Lucier lays
bear his vulnerabilities (in this case, most obviously manifested by his stutter), and sets in
motion a process whereby all traces of the subject that spoke, are transduced to pure
auditory sensation. His voice is the very canvas on which his human imperfections and
irregularities are manifested. Courageously, Lucier teaches his audience to listen for the
moment of his annihilation; we wait with baited breath for the moment where the voice
of the author, in all its irregularity, is absorbed into the atmosphere. Lucier’s work
illustrates a poetic cleansing of content, transforming the subject to object. While the
work begins as a conversation between subjects (the artist and the listener) it ends as pure
phenomena. Lucier’s recorded voice transforms to become an art-object, onto which the
subject-listener can project whatever he or she desires.

########################################################
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In “The death of the author” in Image, Music, Text Roland Barthes illustrates the complex symbiosis
played out between author and reader, whereby the relative agency of author and reader are played off
against and through each-other’s voices.!
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Conclusions
The voice is a regularly employed refrain in performance and installation art that
has proven itself a flexible and powerful vehicle for emotive, conceptual and concrete
communication between the listening/viewing subject and the artist.
Though this essay has explored only a small group of works, we have seen many
variations of the listening/viewing subject to voice object/subject relationship. The voice
powerfully renders the artist’s intentions through it’s ability to gain and hold the attention
of the listener/viewer, its propensity to draw close and to push away, its ability to
transform from subject to object and many shades between, its capacity to convey
information and to bind phenomenal perception together with understanding.
All humans are themselves daily engaged in vocalisation and the use of language;
the capacity of the voice to elicit responses from listening/viewing subjects is no surprise.
Because of this deeply ingrained understanding, the artist’s skilful utilisation of the voice
can subtly and powerfully alter the listener/viewer’s perception of selfhood in art.
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CHAPTER 2
Conversing with the audience: programming meaningful vocal recitals
Introduction - What is a recital?
The Groves dictionary of music defines a recital as: “A concert given by one
performer or a small number of performers."23 This form of concert has existed in many
guises, formal and informal, as part of the fabric of western art music for centuries.
The invention of the solo recital is attributed to Franz Liszt in around 1840. The
composer/pianist is said to have given performances of such virtuoso force and vigor that
they induced ecstatic states in his audiences. He is widely considered to be the first ‘rockstar’ of classical music.24 The still relevant concept of the recital as a vehicle for
individual performers to exhibit their skills was born with Liszt. Prior to his exploits noone had imagined that audiences would wish to sit and listen to one soloist perform for an
hour or more.
Around the same time, in Vienna, people gathered together to participate in
Schubertiads;25 evening length entertainments built around the (mostly vocal) music of
Franz Schubert but that also included poetry readings, dancing and other social activities.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Blom, Eric, ed. Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, fifth edition. (St. Martin's Press, New York,
1954)
24
How Franz Liszt became the world’s first rock-star. (National Public Radio, Retrieved 05/08/2012
http://www.npr.org/2011/10/22/141617637/how-franz-liszt-became-the-worlds-first-rock-star/)
25
Wright Craig, The essential Listening to music, 6th ed. (Schirmer, Boston, 2012) pg. 159
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Throughout the 19th century, informal recitals at which the audience interacted with
performers were common in middle and upper class European households.
Since then, the recital has evolved to become a conventional and formal genre of
performance. Now (perhaps more than ever), it is an important part of the public’s
musical diet. It has spawned many offspring and developed subgenres. Formal recitals by
classically trained soloists (or groups of soloists) feature in the programmed season of
every major concert hall in the world, pop stars travel the world performing their own
variations upon the 19th century solo recital, while every conservatorium student must
jump the solo-recital hurdle at least once in order to be awarded their degree. Giving
recitals is something every performer does with some regularity and with good reason;
recitals are easy to organize, economical, portable and versatile enough to cater to a wide
variety of settings and audiences. Yet despite this, in the realm of classical music, it has
become a genre boxed-in by tradition and lacking in developmental energy. Unlike the
spirit in which the genre was conceived, most recitals we hear today do little to challenge
audiences or the confines of the medium.
This essay is concerned with the conventions surrounding the way performers
address audiences in the vocal recital genre. I will discuss current trends in vocal recital
programming and presentation, make a brief survey of some notable artists who are
pushing the limits of convention, explain what motivates my desire to change these
conventions, describe the aspects of recital planning and performance that I believe are in
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need of transformation and illustrate in detail one example of how I have addressed these
concerns in my own artistic practice.

Current practice in the vocal recital medium
When one looks at the programming in a given season at any major concert hall in
the world, the similarity between the format, repertoire and presentation of their vocal
recitals is quite striking. The majority of them will apply the following template: a singer
(or singers) stand more or less statically in the crook of a piano, which is placed in the
middle of the stage, some distance from the audience. The singer will wear an evening
suit (or evening dress) and the pianist will be dressed similarly or perhaps, a little less
formally. The audience sits in ordered rows in front of the stage and remains quietly in
their seats throughout the recital, chiming in with applause at appropriate moments. The
singer and pianist will perform together, for an hour or a little more, a program of music
that represents diverse styles and periods, with the majority of the song choices having
been composed in the 19th or early 20th centuries.26 This standard format has come to
define the recital genre and audience’s expectations in our time.
This essay will go into some detail describing my personal thoughts about the
ways in which performers might more creatively go about engaging their audience within
########################################################
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I used as my point of reference for this description the vocal recital offerings in the current (2012)
seasons at major chamber music venues from around the Western world including: the Melbourne Recital
Center (the flagship chamber music hall of my home town of Melbourne, Australia), Wigmore Hall
(London, UK), the Chamber music Society of Lincoln Center (New York City, USA) and the
Concertgebouw (Amsterdam, the Netherlands).
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the recital medium. Having said that, I would be amiss to speak only of the stiffness of
the genre without acknowledging the significant developments that have taken place in its
recent evolution. While most performers and presenters are content to follow the rigid
design of the modern recital, there are many artists who have pushed the boundaries in
the past fifty years and I wish to briefly discuss a few significant examples here:
Dawn Upshaw and Peter Sellars - Kafka Fragments
Kurtag’s Kafka fragments originally conceived for the concert stage, were given a
particularly effective re-interpretation by director Peter Sellars in 2005. The 70 minute
work’s 40 ‘fragments’ for soprano and violin was staged by Sellars in a fashion that
highlights the immediacy and intensity of the fast-paced musical structures as well as
Kafka’s fantastical text. The staging situates the performers in an unexpectedly mundane
world that puts a relatable frame around a concentrated and complex work.
Simon Keenlyside and Trisha Brown – Winterreise
The Trisha Brown dance company presented their version of Schubert’s epic
song-cycle Winterreise at festivals around the world in the early 2000’s. The recital
melded Brown’s minimalist choreography with Schubert’s economical and narrative
score. This was an interpretation where the ‘journey’ aspect of Schubert’s work was
emphasized. Both the dancers and singers were treated as equally potent bodies in space
traveling through the winter of Schubert and Brown’s imagination.
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Cathy Berberian and Luciano Berio – Recital 1 for Cathy
In the Berio’s classic 1972 work ‘Recital 1 for Cathy’, the singer is not ‘a singer
giving a recital’ but an actress-singer performing the ‘role of the singer giving a recital’.
‘Recital 1 – for Cathy ’ is not a ‘recital’ but one piece of music where the composer
creates a new thing, fabricated from already existing pieces. Berio quotes songs and arias
from the familiar recital repertoire (Purcell, Bach, Wolf, Schubert, Hahn, Schoenberg,
and Monteverdi, amongst others) as well as pieces of his own. The conventions of the
recital genre and the archetype of the virtuoso singer are key themes of the work; it
deconstructs the recital genre into fragmented statements that comment and implode upon
one another. Recital 1 for Cathy is a show-piece written for a virtuoso performer. But, it
is a cleverly self-conscious one that manipulates the audience’s musical memory and
expectations of the art-form.
Michael Barret, Stephen Blier - The New York festival of Song
The New York festival of song is perhaps the most traditional of the listed
examples but I felt it should be mentioned because of its particularly individual and
successful brand of music-making. Since 1988 this long-running festival has produced
highly finessed interpretations of song repertoire. Their programming choices include
some familiar, but often obscure, songs assembled in a careful, thoughtful and intentional
manner. The performances are engagingly theatrical and, despite the fact that they do not
use props, sets or auxiliary elements, there is always an effective dramatic arc that
illustrates a delineated theme.
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Exhibitionism and the audience: who is the recital for?
Singers have long programmed recitals that act as vehicles for exhibition. Singers
are taught from the earliest stages of their training that a recital must display the skills
they have acquired. In the conservatoire they are told they must include music that
showcases a variety of periods, styles, techniques, tempi and affectations. This attitude is
understandable for purposes of pedagogical examinations, but what strikes me as sad is
that this approach to programming seems to pervade even the highest levels of the
profession. Singers are conditioned to believe that a recital is some kind of sales pitch,
where one must show our wares to best advantage. To my thinking, this is an
embarrassing act of self-objectification and represents a missed opportunity.
The presentational approach to recital-giving limits a performer’s capacity to
communicate effectively with the audience. When attending a vocal recital, most
audience members, conditioned by years of concert-going, will have a particular set of
expectations. They will have witnessed this ritual of a singer exhibiting herself and her
skills, song after song, in evening dress, standing in front of the piano, more than once
before. I believe that it is essential for performers to be aware of these expectations when
they develop their concepts and program, and as they prepare material for performance.
Performers who ignore the expectations of their audience will find it harder to
communicate effectively with them. Performers and concert planners need to be aware
that their listeners are living breathing subjects whose history, pre-conditioning and
personal taste does impact upon the dialogue that ensues through the fourth wall. When a
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performer gives a recital that adheres to all expectation, the audience gets just what they
expect and they are not moved. To provoke a reaction from a listener, a performer must
do more than meet expectation; a recital that does not go beyond the expected is a missed
opportunity to create a space for active listening. Conversely, when a performer prepares
a recital without considering the expectations and cultural context of their audience, they
set the stage for serious communicative lapses. It is impossible to create a space for
discourse, when one ignores one’s audience and concerns oneself solely with the personal
experience of music-making. The communicative performer approaches music-making as
a conversation not a monologue. By imaginatively constructing recital programs and
presentations, being mindful of how decisions relate to intended audiences, performers
can create more meaningful relationships with their listeners.
This remainder of this essay will outline my personal thoughts and goals for
programming and performing in the recital medium and includes details of a variety of
ways in which I have tried to move away from the traditional model of vocal recitals in
my own creative practice.

Meaningful Communication and the multifaceted performance
Audiences perceive concert going experiences not only through their ears but with
their whole selves. 20th century theatre has addressed the audience in a myriad different
ways and provides many fascinating models for shaping the performers’ relationship to
the audience.
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When I took acting lessons as part of my training in opera, our coach taught us to
communicate the text of an aria27 as if we were conversing directly with the audience.
The idea being that the listener will be more attentive if they get the sense that the
performer is not just indulgently talking to themselves about a given situation, but that
the performer is telling the audience what has happened, or perhaps allowing the
audience to stand in for some other character they would like to be telling but cant. This
is something many a young singer is instructed to do. Singers are taught to deliver text
with commitment, to make their performance to seem as convincing as possible. To
convincingly ‘commit’ to communicating the text, the singer must develop a rounded and
deep characterization; they must know the meaning of what they are saying, why their
character would be motivated to say it and with whom they are conversing at all times.
In my opinion, a deeper understanding between performer and audience could be
reached by applying these ideas in a broad sense in the recital medium. Committing to a
deeper understanding of the material in areas beyond text and character help to create a
more dynamic and thorough recital; that which is deserving of careful consideration of
research and practice should go beyond what the performers are doing in the moment.
The programming, physical setting, staging, delivery, interaction between performers,
costuming, lighting and program notes can all part of that conversation with the audience.
As stated earlier, recital audiences, do not only listen, they experience the whole
########################################################
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environment laid before them. In an effort to combat apathy and passivity, one must use
all the resources at one’s disposal to actively engage audiences in the conversation. The
situation proposed above greatly expands upon the number of variable factors in
conventional recitals.
While it is not always desirable that an audience become sonically or physically
involved in the conversation during the recital, the goal is to ensure that the listener is
engaged intellectually and imaginatively. I believe that successful a recital does actually
elicit a response from an audience. The recital itself must be provocative enough give the
listener something to engage with and react to.
Traditionally, singers stay ‘in character’ throughout a work, even in the recital
medium. However, when the piece ends and the audience applauds, the character is
dismissed and the performers assume their role as ‘performers’. Those earnestly sculpted
dramatic interpretations ‘within’ a song or aria, fall away in the moments after a piece
ends to reveal to the audience that they are watching ‘a recital’. This pattern repeats itself
so often throughout the recital that it forms a refrain. The ‘in between time’ where the
performers assume their respective roles and the audience shows their appreciation is the
refrain that links each musical episode in a conventional recital. That time between pieces
becomes a major rhythmic marker in the recital. The refrain is created by the conventions
of the medium and the expectations of performers and audiences; it is there because it is
there, not because the recital’s designer made any conscious decision.
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For a recital to be wholly effective a performer/programmer must take control not
only of the music but of the whole theatrical experience. A recital need not be a
disconnected series of lovely statements, punctuated by moments of ritualized defrocking of character (accompanied by rapturous applause). A recital is a theatrical event
and a large-scale text, to be read and experienced by the audience.
Recital-craft in practice
The following portion of the essay discusses ways in which a performer might
craft a recital to create a more cogent whole. I wish to address four particular areas of
recital planning and preparation:
•

The texts ‘in-totale’ or meta-text28

•

The rhythmic pacing of the concert as a whole

•

Communication of texts

•

Breaking the Fourth wall

•

Non-performative communication (Program notes)
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The meanings implied by the texts ‘in-totale’
Programmers sometimes forget that the audience hears the texts of a
performance in succession and that, from the audience’s experience, song texts do not
operate completely independently of one another. It is my belief that songs should be
chosen not only for their intrinsic qualities but for their potential to contribute to the
recital’s meta-text. Carefully chosen song texts can be combined methodically to imply
narrative, deliver an argument or reveal information.
Concert programmers are authors. An author is responsible for intentionally
curating and coordinating the way disparate elements come together in the moment of
performance. That performance conveys a meta-text, which is read by the audience.

The rhythmic pacing of the concert as a whole
Traditional wisdom teaches us to alternate fast and slow tempi so as to maintain
the interest of our listeners. I think that rhythm can play a much more complex role in a
recital than merely keeping the audience awake. Music is a time-based medium, and
rhythm is the basic device we utilize to shape the way we experience sound in time. Thus,
in the song recital, it is rhythm that controls the progress and articulation of
communicated ideas.
For me, one of the most obvious rhythmic factors in a recital is the punctuation
of applause. Purposeful decisions about the connecting moments between pieces can craft
the audience’s perception of the meta-text as well as manipulate their expectations of
their own role in proceedings. By robbing the listener of the cathartic moment they are
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waiting for at the end of a song or cycle, the predictable flow of behaviours is subverted
in a way that is immediately destabilizing. Suddenly, the audience to does not know what
is expected of them.
Regular concert-goers have well-defined understandings of ‘when it is
appropriate to applaud’. Intentionally connecting pieces that would otherwise be
separated by a break for applause creates tension in your listener and emphasizes the
connections and contrasts between pieces. Instead of a moment of foreseeable release and
relaxation between each work, the audience’s tension is focused towards the way in
which the pieces abut one another, and what those connections imply. This alters the
pacing and cadence throughout the recital. In the same way that composers can create
tension by choosing to delay the harmonic resolution of a dissonance into consonance,
performers may heighten tension in their listener/viewers by delaying the cathartic
resolution of the applause.
Another rhythmic aspect to consider is the overall arrangement of tempi and
mood throughout the recital. The recital’s dramatic arc is strongly tied to the tempos
utilized, particularly when it comes to defining and emphasizing the key dramatic
moments that help to shape a narrative or argument. For example: If one were to
superimpose a narrative arc on a recital of pieces not originally intended to be performed
together, let alone tell a story, the pieces chosen must be carefully positioned to support
the telling of that narrative. One can accentuate narrative by choosing tempi,
instrumentation and a process of thematic unpacking that supports it. Let us say, for
instance, that the subsections of the narrative could be described as: an introduction, a
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journey, a conflict, a climax and an epilogue. One could link the tempi, text,
instrumentation and other musical characteristics of the pieces to the specific events in
the narrative. If each part of the story were to correlate to one work, a programmer might
choose to begin with a piece of a moderate tempo whose text and instrumentation
introduce the audience to the major themes of the recital. This might be followed by a
longer, more complex work that evolves through a journey with multiple stages. The next
work would be fast-moving and dramatic, showing conflict between the performers or
within a character. The fastest of all would be the penultimate work, which would be
decisive and climactic in character. Finally we would hear a slow epilogue that allowed
performers and audience space to reflect. In this fashion the audience’s temporal
experience of the recital is brought into line with its creator’s objectives.

Communication of texts
One of the major barriers for engaging one’s audience in the traditional recital is
the issue of language barriers. Most recitals include at least some music whose text is not
in the vernacular of the audience. The conventional solution to this problem is to insert
swathes of texts and translations into the program notes. Creating a situation that forces
listeners to choose between reading a program and engaging with what is in front of them
is obviously less than ideal. I believe that the use of surtitles is the best solution to this
problem. Audience members will likely accept the necessity to read surtitles the way they
read the subtitles in foreign films. The screen on which the titles are projected become
part of the action and can become useful for purposes beyond just displaying translations.
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Breaking the Fourth wall
One obvious device to subvert audience passivity is for the performer to leave the
stage and directly engage the audience in their space, either verbally or physically. This is
a technique applied in recital relatively frequently, but often the reasons for leaving the
stage have only superficial relationships to the text (or meta-text).
The fourth wall is the invisible membrane between the action on the stage and the
audience.29 The transparency of that wall is assumed by the audience, as is the power
hierarchy of those on either side of it. Current conventions of theatre and recital make the
performers the protagonists and the audience the passive subjects whose role is only to sit
quietly on their side of the wall. The performers interact between themselves and though
they are always performing ‘for’ the audience, they only acknowledge the presence of the
audience when it is time for applause.
In theatre it is not uncommon to see performers enter through the audience,
deliver a speech in the midst of the audience or move the site of the action away from the
stage to various locations in the space. The vocalist in recital should be free to enter the
audience’s space in the same way. The physical separation of audience from performer is
conventional but by no means insurmountable. By acknowledging that both performer
and audience are bodies in the same space, the recital becomes an event in which the
listener/viewer is a participant, not an audience member.
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Non-performative communication (Program notes)
Program notes help prepare audiences for the task at hand, they clarify
programming rationales, provide additional information and bind together the overarching themes of a concert. A written document also gives a further degree of agency to
the audience in that they can choose their own level and method of engagement with
them. Program notes also provide a starting point for further research should the reader so
wish.
Program notes are an important vehicle for communication between audience and
performer. They are our way of giving the listener more information, without forcing it
upon them. Personally, I prefer to use program notes to introduce and elaborate on the
recital rather than having introductory banter from the performers or informative
announcements from a speaker during the recital.
Program notes allow those listeners who like to go in ‘prepared’ to be informed
on the composers, the programming rationale and the historical context in which the
pieces were made. They also make provision for those who prefer not to know too much
beforehand. Many listeners prefer the ‘blind’ experience, in other words, to let the
performance speak for itself. These kinds of listeners can be alienated by a performer
who stands in front of them giving a lecture about what they are about to hear. Program
notes give those listeners the option, but not the compulsion to find out more about the
performance.
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Program notes remain long after the performance has ended. In this sense I
believe it is extremely useful to provide the listener with a document less ephemeral than
the memory of a performance to which they can refer afterwards. To state the obvious,
music is a temporal medium; at the conclusion of the experience, the listener/viewer is
beyond the influence of performers. They resume the daily business of their lives, and
most performance’s experienced will be barely remembered. Program notes help to
combat this effect by giving the audience with a concrete document to prompt their
memory and one hopes, to inspire further engagement.

One application of the above-described ideas
I will now discuss a recital in which I performed and whose concept I developed
that took place in October 2011. The performers were from a collaboratively spirited
group, based in Melbourne Australia, called Aria Co. On this occasion the conversation
we were trying to have with our audience was about Germany’s Weimar Republic and
the Nazi rise to power. We had 3 singers, a pianist and a room without a raised stage that
seated about 100 people. The program was as follows:
Eisler – Friendenslied - Brecht after Neruda (1950)
Krenek - Johnny Spielt auf - Text by Krenek (1924)
Eisler – Trio part 1 & 2 “Leitspruch” and “Im badezimmer’ from Tagesbuch Text from Eisler’s own diary (1926)
Hindemith – Suite 1922 :
-i March
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-iii Nocturne
-vi Ragtime (1922)
Weill - Der Abschiedsbrief - text by Erich Kästner (1933)
Weill – Macki Messer from Threepenny Opera- Text by Brecht (1928)
Krenek – Wechselied zum Tanz - Text by Goethe (1931)
Fortner – Geh unter, schöne Sonne - Text by Hölderlin (1933)
Pfitzner - Abbitte -Text by Hölderlin

(1921)

Dessau - Lied der mutter courage from Mutter courage – Text by Brecht
(1939/41)
Ullmann – Abendphantasie -Text by Hölderlin (1943)
Dessau - Lied einen Deutchen Mutter - Text by Brecht (1943)
Weill – Es Regnet - Text by Cocteau (1933)
Dessau – Friedenslied - Text by Brecht (1951)

Concept:
From 1919 until 1931 Germany was known as the Weimar Republic. It was a
time of fiscal uncertainty, political tumult, growing multiculturalism and changing social
attitudes. All of this was happening at the same time as the Nazi rise to power and ended
when the German people democratically elected the Nazi party in 1931; the horrors that
followed are well documented.
At first, the plan for the recital was to take music from the Weimar era of
Germany and present a portrait concert. The deeper I went into researching this period,
the more strongly I felt that it was important to present the Weimar era’s atmosphere of
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permissiveness and experimentalism through the frame of what came after. As I trawled
through the performance histories of works written towards the end of the short-lived
Weimar Republic, I came across accounts of suppression, intimidation and abuse of
musicians who had been popular and supported just a few months earlier. I was shocked
by how quickly German society changed under the influence of Nazism and how people
who had so much in common could turn against each other so easily. I realized that we
could not render a successful image of the Weimar era without contrasting it against what
followed. It was then decided to expand our repertoire choices into war-time music.
I chose this topic in part because of an ongoing interest in holocaust history and
music. My father was born at the end of World War II and his parents were Hungarian
Jewish holocaust survivors. I am fascinated by how the small details of politics can have
massive ramifications for people in everyday life. This period in musical history paints an
alarmingly vivid picture of how that process unfolds.
Execution of the concept:
This recital deals with a period in history whose events are very familiar to
middle-aged and older audiences throughout the western world. Given that most of our
listeners are middle aged and older, we knew we could count upon the memories of our
listeners to work in our favour. By choosing an emotionally charged subject that many
listeners will have at least some personal relationship with, the potential to use narrative
and expectation to engage the listener, is very great.
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Most audiences, especially the usual crowd at a classical music concert, will have
strong memories when confronted with material from world war two. Those memories
and connotations provide excellent fuel for getting that much desired reaction from an
audience. In a situation such as this, choices of repertoire and the ordering and
presentation of that repertoire can effectively contribute to presenting not only historical
facts but in provoking a personal reaction in listeners. The responsibility of the performer
and recital planner is then very serious; every decision must be well researched and
considered. In situations such as this, one is not presenting events as they were, but one
possible reading of those events. In this instance we wished to highlight how quickly
politics can change art and the people who make it, but at the same time show how
similar these people were, who history treated so very differently. It was important to us
that we made that reading cogent.
The texts we chose came from disparate political and social climes, from Goethe
and Holderlin to Brecht and his contemporaries. The music was written by composers
who lived in Germany during the Weimar period and through the Nazi rise to power.
Though each composer was affected differently, all of their lives were completely altered
by the path of politics; first by the growing experimentalism of the Weimar era and
second by the blunt force of Nazi ideology. Each composer’s fate rested with who their
parents had been and who they decided to become amidst all this tumult.
Though the personal circumstances of each composer was different, there were
compelling unifying elements between them, not least that all of these men were
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Germans. For the most part they identified as such above religion and politics, yet many
of them were rejected and persecuted by their homeland.
One example of these unifying aspects was the similarity between the music of
Ullmann and Pfitzner. They both chose to set the words of the great German romantic
poet Holderlin, both wrote in a relatively traditional Lieder style and both were
influenced by the music of Wagner and Mahler. The program was arranged to accentuate
the connections between the two composers. In life, Pfitzner was a vocal anti-semite who
admired Hitler30 and Ullman was murdered in a concentration camp.
On another front, we wanted to honour the theatrical conventions of the time
through our dramaturgy. Berthold Brecht wrote many of the texts heard in the concert
and we drew inspiration from his ideas. We aimed to create the ‘defamiliarization effect’
that Brecht so highly valued, by employing a few of his theatrical devices. We intended
that just as in Brecht’s epic theatre, our audience would be aware of themselves ‘being
audience’ and discouraged from becoming passively swept up, as in a traditional
narrative.
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Examples of how we applied Brecht’s ideas to our dramaturgy included:
•

We used brighter than usual, static light throughout the show. We made no
attempt to simulate the lighting differences from scene to scene or night to day.
The brightness of the lights also contributed to the ‘starkness’ of the world we
were trying to portray. Our concept was not to have any soft edges or casually
smoothed transitions.

•

We used a wide-screen television monitor to show surtitles throughout the
performance. The all-German text, would not have been understood by most of
our audience and we felt it was imperative that they know what was being said.

•

We created scenarios and characters specifically for each song by adding
dialogue, using costumes (and costume changes), deciding upon particular
scenarios we wished to superimpose upon songs and utilizing our fellow
performers to illustrate the action.

•

We used as much of the performance space as we could. Entrances were made
from all the possible doors, paths to the stage were wound through or around the
audience (not just from the wing-door to the stage-itself), we created extra levels
on our stage by using simple props multiple ways (creating seats, steps or and
soap-boxes out of suitcases and trundle-trunks) and we positioned ourselves all
over the space: in the audience, at the piano bench, in the crook of the piano, at
the edge of the stage, at the sides of the stage and behind the piano.

•

We made all our costume changes on stage in plain view of the audience (one of
Brecht’s favourite devices was to have all character transitions be happen in front
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of the audience). Thus, we decided to do all our costume and character changes
‘on stage’ (with sensible underwear…).

Summary
The vocal recital is a powerful vehicle for a soloist or group of soloists to
communicate meaningfully with their audience in an intimate setting. This essay has
discussed the history and evolution of the genre as well as proposed a model for further
exploration of its potential. I have also discussed my personal artistic practice as one
possible application of the proposed model.
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Program Notes:
The music of this concert was conceived in difficult circumstances. From the
tumultuous early years of the Weimar Republic to the harsh realities of postWorld War Two, these pieces are primary evidence of dangerous times. On
sheets of paper, each composer has passed on messages of hope, with instructions
for how to improve ourselves, how to fight against that which we know to be
unjust and how to think independently.
From 1919 until 1933, Germany’s Weimar Republic experienced massive
inflation, an uncertain political climate, changing social attitudes and a swirling
constellation of outside influences, that by the mid 1920’s, had transformed postWWI Germany into a leading centre for the avant-garde. Weimar art-music
reflects varying influences - from emerging American styles such as Ragtime
and Big Band, to Serialism, 19th century Lieder, opera and popular songs of the
time.

As we move forward chronologically you will hear the increasing influence of
politics.

Music is a powerful weapon and during this time, all political

persuasions wielded it with precision and intensity.

Three generations later, the lessons learnt during the Nazi era remain
frighteningly relevant. Fear continues to drive politics to extremes and people
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still go to war to eliminate outsiders. Those who experiment in life, politics and
art are still ridiculed for breaking with accepted wisdoms. This is, of course, a
familiar refrain, but as an acknowledgement to the suffering of those who gave us
this beautiful music, we must sing it over again.
About the composers and pieces:
Krenek was an Austrian Catholic composer, born in 1900. He studied
composition in Berlin and conducted at a number of German opera houses. He
experimented with many different styles and in the first few years of his career
and was influenced by late-romanticism, serialism and jazz. His opera Jonny
Spielt Auf was incredibly popular and considered a great success until he was
targeted by the Nazi party. In 1933, one day after the Nazis gained control of
the Reichstag,

Krenek's

Triumph

der

Empfindsamkeit was

pulled

from

performance. Later, music from Jonny Speilt auf was included in the 1938
‘Degenerate Music’ exhibition and the famous exhibition poster (depicting an
African-American saxophone player, whose features has been grotesquely altered
and wearing the Jewish star of identification) was a manipulated version of the
original poster for Jonny. That same year Krenek left for the United States, where
he soon began teaching at Vassar College. He eventually settled in California,
where he remained until his death in 1991.
Hindemith, who was born in 1895, began life as a violinist. He began
composing seriously in the 1920s and by 1927, was teaching composition in
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Berlin. His relationship to Nazism was fraught and he spent much of the early
Nazi era in Turkey, before emigrating to the United states. He lived in America
from 1940 until 1953, when he returned to Europe, settling in Switzerland. Like
Krenek, Hindemith was influenced by both popular styles and serialism in his
early works. From the late 1920s onward his music developed a leaner,
contrapuntal style, heavily influenced by Bach. The Suite 1922 is a sixmovement work, three of which are heard tonight. The suite is constructed of
short movements that each make reference to a recognizable style; a series of
homages to some of the period’s most influential musical fashions.
Of all the composers who contributed to the music of the Weimar era, Kurt
Weill is perhaps the best remembered today. Born in 1900 in Dessau, his early
education was in instrumental and choral music. His family was Jewish and his
father was a cantor. After early studies with Humperdinck in Berlin, in 1920 he
became a student of Busoni. Living in Berlin throughout the 1920s, he fell into a
crowd that included Hans Eisler, Stephan Wolpe and eventually Berthold Brecht.
First performed in 1928, the Threepenny Opera, his collaboration with Brecht,
was little less than a revolution in music theatre. In this work he and Brecht
turned opera’s conventions on their heads and challenged the audience’s
morality, ideals of beauty, and politics. Mack the Knife, the song written to
introduce Threepenny’s anti-hero ‘MacHeath,’ was to become one of Weill’s
best-known pieces. His politically charged, powerfully tuneful, Weimar era
works were well received by the public, but came under increasing fire from the
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Nazi party. In 1933 Weill learned he was to be arrested, and like many others,
made his way to France. While in Paris Weill collaborated with French
playwright and film-maker Jean Cocteau, who wrote the text for Es Regnet. This
was one of a number of songs written during his two years in Paris including Der
Abschiedsbrief. Both songs were written shortly after he left Germany, never to
return. In 1935 the composer made his way to America, where he eventually
received recognition as a composer of musical theatre and wrote a number of
successful Broadway shows. He died in New York City in 1950.
Wolfgang Fortner was born in Leipzig in 1907 and was a young man at the end
of the Weimar era. In 1931 he graduated from the Leipzig Conservatorium with a
thesis on the chamber music of Hindemith. His early works were influenced by
19th century Romanticism, Hindemith, Stravinsky and Baroque music. In 1935 he
set up a chamber orchestra dedicated to performing new music, called ‘The
Heidelberg Chamber Orchestra’. That same year he was appointed as the director
of the Heidelberg Hitler Youth Orchestra despite his music having been earlier
criticized by the Nazis. After being conscripted in 1940, he joined the Nazi party
in 1941. After the war he underwent ‘de-Nazification’ and later occupied many
teaching posts in Germany, most notably at the Darmstadt International Summer
Courses.
Pfitzner is a problematic figure. Born in 1869, he regarded his younger, more
experimental colleagues with suspicion, a view immortalized in his 1917 essay
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“Danger of futurists” where he attacked Busoni’s Sketch of a New Aesthetic of
Music. He was an outspoken opponent of all things Weimar; the politics that lead
to its creation, its government, its changing social attitudes and Germany’s
growing multiculturalism. He was particularly offended by the influence jazz and
atonality were exerting on ‘German music’. The featured song Abbitte was
written in 1922, around the time of Pfitzner’s professional apex, to a text by one
of the great German Romantic poets, Friedrich Hölderlin. This piece is a
traditional German Lied; its soaring melodies, though intensely chromatic, are in
a diatonic, late-Romantic style. This Lied plainly echoes the music of Wagner
and Mahler, seemingly far removed from the developments seen elsewhere in the
arts of the time.
Pfitzner was a self-described conservative who aligned himself with antiSemites, yet his relationship with the Nazis was inconsistent. He never joined the
Nazi party and throughout his career maintained close relationships with
prominent Jewish artists like Bruno Walter. He associated himself with those
whom he thought could help his music, which was less acknowledged than he
would have liked. Despite Pfitzner’s Nationalism and Nazi sympathies, he was
mostly out of favour with the Third Reich. He died in 1949.
"Terezin served to enhance, not to impede, my musical activities…by no means
did we sit weeping on the banks of the waters of Babylon…our endeavor with
respect to Art was commensurate with our will to live."
– Viktor Ullmann, 1943
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Viktor Ullmann was born in the Austro-Hungarian Empire near what is now the
Polish-Czechoslovakian border, to Catholic parents of Jewish heritage. As a
youth he served in the Austro-Hungarian army and his father was a Colonel in
WWI. Like so many composers represented in this program, he studied with
Schoenberg but left to study with Zemlinsky in 1919. By the late 1930’s Ullmann
was teaching, studying and composing in Prague. In 1939 he was deported to
Theresienstadt, a concentration camp that housed up to 60,000 inmates at a time
in an army barracks originally designed for 7000 troops. Abendphantasie was
written while he was imprisoned in Theresienstadt (also called Terezin)
concentration camp. The many artists of Theresienstadt continued working
throughout their imprisonment and thus the prisoners had a relatively active
cultural life. Ullmann’s best-remembered work Der Kaiser von Atlantis (The
Emperor from Atlantis) was written here. It’s first performance was halted after
the Nazis realised its allegorical message about their Fuhrer. Ullmann was
murdered in the gas chambers of Auschwitz in 1944.
"I leave this country not without bitterness and infuriation. I could well
understand it when in 1933 the Hitler bandits put a price on my head and drove
me out. They were the evil of the period; I was proud at being driven out. But I
feel heart-broken over being driven out of this beautiful country in this ridiculous
way." – Hans Eisler at La Guardia Airport in 1948.

Hans Eisler was born to a Jewish family in Vienna in 1901. After studying atonal
techniques with Schoenberg, Eisler moved to Berlin in 1925 and under its influence
soon evolved a new musical approach. He became interested in writing music that
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addressed the gaps between the so-called elite art-forms and popular ones. His music
from this period (of which the Tagebuch, or ‘diary’, is an early example) shows the
influence of jazz, popular and cabaret song. From the late 1920s, Eisler’s music, and
the path of his life in general, were intertwined with two important motivators –
Communism and Brecht. Eisler’s Friedenslied, a setting of Brecht’s Song of peace,
uses the form of strophic lieder to convey a message of hope, composed a few years
after the conclusion of WWII and at the beginning of the Cold War. In his poem
Brecht declares that there must be ‘peace for all’, aligning Western symbolism with
Eastern and Soviet imagery. This is mirrored in Eisler’s musical setting; he utilises
two contrasting melodies that are repeated more or less unaltered throughout the
song, allowing the accompanying piano to illustrate the changing scenery of the text.
The first melody sounds as if it were plucked from an off-kilter jazz ballad, while the
second connotes proletariat protest songs with its higher tessitura, four-square
rhythms and pentatonic tonality.
In 1933 Eisler left Nazi Germany and by 1938 had made his way to the United States,
eventually settling in Los Angeles, California. Like many European composers
fleeing the turmoil in Europe, he found employment in American universities and
writing film music in Hollywood. Sadly, as the tide of McCarthyism rose, in 1948
Eisler was expelled from the US; his strong personal and family ties to the
Communist party had made him an undesirable.
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Dessau was born in 1894 into a musical, Jewish family. He was a fairly successful
instrumentalist and also conducted in German opera houses including Cologne Opera
and the City Opera of Berlin. He lived in Berlin in the late 1920s, where he became
fairly well recognised for his compositions. His music, like Eisler’s, is very much
influenced by his relationship to Brecht and to Communism. In 1939 Dessau left
Europe for New York and eventually made his way to Hollywood, where he formed
an association with Schoenberg. In 1948 he left the U.S. and settled in East Germany.
In his later life he had a number of important teaching posts and composed many
works for the theatre as well as propaganda music for the GDR.
Dessau’s setting of the Brecht poem Friedenslied is not a Lied in the traditional sense
but is more closely related to instrumental counterpoint. The two voices function
independently of one another yet both provide comment upon the subject matter of
the poetry. Dessau was a meticulous orchestrator and his preoccupation with colour
can be heard here. He provides much opportunity for colour to speak in his music,
without covering the page in instructions. He was a prolific composer and wrote
works in almost every imaginable genre including major scores for film as well as
orchestral pieces, operas and chamber music. Interestingly he composed both tonal
and atonal music concurrently throughout much of his career.
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Photographs of ‘Weimar Portrait’

Photograph 1. Jessica Aszodi and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 2. Jessica Aszodi and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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Photograph 3. Jessica Aszodi and Hana Crisp © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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Photograph 4. Jessica Aszodi, Hana Crisp, Matthew Thomas and Peter de Jager © Lucia
Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 5. Hana Crisp, Jessica Aszodi and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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Photograph 6. Jessica Aszodi, Hana Crisp and Matthew Thomas © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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Photograph 7. Matthew Thomas and Peter de Jager
© Lucia Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 8. Jessica Aszodi
© Lucia Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 9. Hana Crisp and Jessica Aszodi © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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Photograph 10. Matthew Thomas and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 11. Matthew Thomas, Jessica Aszodi and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova
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Photograph 12. Matthew Thomas, Jessica Aszodi and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova

Photograph 13. Jessica Aszodi
© Lucia Ondrusova.

Photograph 14. Hana Crisp
© Lucia Ondrusova
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Photograph 15. Matthew Thomas © Lucia Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 16. Jessica Aszodi © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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Photograph 17. Hana Crisp and Peter de Jager © Lucia Ondrusova Photography

Photograph 18. Hana Crisp © Lucia Ondrusova Photography
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CHAPTER 3

Still Life
Introduction to the Chapter

The chapter includes documentation of the concert ‘Still Life’ which I
programmed and performed in in May 2011. The project was a recital of music that deals
with the idea of represented life and represented death, with music by Kaajia Saariho,
Natasha Anderson, Salvatore Sciarrino and Patricia Alessandrini.
The documentation consists of recorded audio, a video and comprehensive
program notes from the event.
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Program Notes
Still life (in 2 acts)
Salvatore Sciarrino - All'aure in una lontananza (1977)
Rachael Beetz (Flute)

Kaija Saariaho – Die Aussicht (1996)
Pablo Gomez (Guitar), Jessica Aszodi (voice), Rachael Beetz (flute), Batya
McAdam-Somer (violin), Judith Hamann (cello)
Patricia Allessandrini - Wie bin ich froh (2005)
Rachael Beetz (flute), Curt Miller (clarinet), Judith Hamann (cello), Jessica
Aszodi (voice)
Natasha Anderson – That is; that not is (2010)
Judith Hamann (cello), Joe Mariglio (electronics)

-IntervalSalvatore Sciarino - Vanitas (1981)
Introduction
Rosa
Marea di Rose (Flood of Roses)
L'eco (The echo)
Pulvis stellaris (Stardust)
Ultime Rose (The last roses)
Brendan Nguyen (Piano) Judith Hamann (cello), Jessica Aszodi (voice)
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Introduction
Tonight’s concert is in two halves that each deal with the dilemma of capturing and
representing human experience. The first half reflects upon living images, the second
half, images of mortality.
All of the works on tonight’s program are concerned with viewing and how our
perception alters as we change in relation to the object of our gaze. These pieces ask
questions about ‘how we see’ and also about how the subject of our gaze is transformed
by it. The first three pieces draw a frame around a more or less obvious natural scene.
They make reference to humanity’s struggle with the beauty of nature and draw their
inspiration from the terrestrial environment. Anderson’s work is a more literal
exploration of subjectivity and viewing. The second half is a ‘natura morta in un atto’ (A
still/dead life in one act); this piece frames not a living scene, but a dead one.

All’aure in una lontananza (1977) by Salvatore Sciarrino (b. 1947)
To the air in the distance
To the spirit in the distance
To the air in the absence
To the spirit in the absence
To the soul in the distance
To the many disasters of time, worlds away from ourselves, which forever change
us.
-Rachel Beetz
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How do we see what we are not sure is even there? Sciarrino’s music has the habit of
coming from nothing and disappearing to nothing, in almost every gesture. The title of
this piece translates to The aura in the distance. These words tell us that this is not music
one can get close to, that it is non-representational and that it was not made for objective
comprehension. If what we are listening for is a recognizable melodic object, is it clear
that the composer intends to position the listener very far away from that object. It is
referred to only as an aura. The composer asks us to look intently and to try to make
sense of that distant thing, despite having deliberately obscured it.
Sciarrino’s approach to breath, dynamics, attack and line, give the impression that the
music is very much about the body. We hear the sounds of the breath and articulatory
organs of the player throughout, yet we cannot get a clear sense of the performing subject
as a fully-realised body. For me, the obfuscated corporeality of this music gives the
impression that the body is de-materialised. Like some kind of spectre, we can hear its
effect on the tangible world, but it cannot reveal itself to us.

Die Aussicht (1996) Kaija Saariaho (b.1952)
This setting of Holderin’s late period poem Die Aussicht employs instrumental colour and
dynamic and rhythmic contrasts to illustrate competing feelings of serenity and anguish
which the poet evokes in his poem. Written very late in his life, the great German
romantic poet was, by the time he wrote Die Aussicht, suffering heavily from mental
illness and living as a recluse. During this time he maintained an alter-ego, ‘Scardenelli’
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who he credited as the author of another poem ‘Aussicht’ (as opposed to ‘Die Aussicht’)
that portrays a far less stable image of his ‘prospect’.
Saariaho’s setting of Holderlin’s poem engages with the 19th century lieder tradition. In
her transparent and succinct approach, one hears echos of Schubert’s crystalline textures,
shimmering harmonies and intensely expressive melodic lines. The contours and colours
of the vocal line illustrate the meaning of the texts, while the instrumental lines take turns
dovetailing, continuing or contrasting the expression of the singer.

Wie bin ich froh (2005) - Patricia Allessandrini
Allessandrini’s Lied Wie bin ich froh is a deconstructed homage to the Webern original.
She utilizes fragments of melody from Webern’s Wie bin ich Froh Op.25 No. 1 to create
an architecture around which she entwines new colours, rhythms and perversions of
pitch. Slowly, the central motives are subjected to a process of subtle quotation, alteration
and transformation. Many gestures are repeated in the piece, but are never articulated the
same way twice. Within each movement, and even at the gestural level, there is a
deliberate attempt convey a feeling of slow and accumulating evolution. The players are
instructed to continue changing and growing each note within a gesture; even when a
sound has a long duration, it is never static. Every note emerges from one place and
moves deliberately towards another. The notation provides detailed instructions on how
to colour each note.
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Allessandrini’s music deals in flashes of concrete material, as if each gesture was just out
of view, or changing too fast to be fully perceived. Without the aid of the title, one might
not guess the pitched material came from the Webern Lied. It is as if the real piece were
being played in a room behind a closed door and the listener were standing outside; every
now and again, the composer opens a window down the corridor for a second or two.
Thus the viewpoint of the listener shifts constantly in relation to the existing material.
The composer has stated that one of her musical concerns is to avoid ‘connotation’. She
has influences, like everyone else, but aims in her music to avoid having any of them be
obvious to the listener. This sounds to me like somewhat of an impossible task but
hearing the results of the composer consciously working towards that aim, opens some
interesting territory.

Wie bin ich froh forms part of a series of ‘readings’ of works by Webern,
in this case his Drei Lieder, Op. 25. The materials of this piece – pitches,
meter, rhythms, and text – are filtered and distilled, and certain
procedures - such as repetition of key notes, fragmentation, and the
appearance of traces (or ruins) of traditional gestures – are amplified and
exaggerated. For example, the frozen notes of the Webern become part of
a static space of microtonal harmony, in which the ensemble acts as a sort
of meta-instrument: a note played by one instrument causes the
sympathetic resonance of another instrument. More obviously, the text –
poems of Hildegard Jone - is extremely filtered and fragmented, so that
the three short lieder become six extremely short movements.
-Patricia Allessandrini
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That is; that not is (2005) - Natasha Anderson (1971)
The title That is; that not is comes from the Greek philosopher Parmenides. It
concerns the transformation of energy — nothing comes from nothing and if
something ceases to exist, it cannot disappear but transforms into another form of
being. An important influence has been the films of Peter Tscherkassky. In these
the medium itself violently intrudes into the psychological space of the narrative.
In this piece acoustic and digital spaces enclose and enfold as the live gestures
multiply, fragment, rupture and degrade. The work engages theoretically with the
notion that classical music traditionally transposes indications of sexualized
embodiment from the performer to instrument, anthropomorphically assigning the
latter attributes of bodily form, voice, temperament, mood and sexuality. Standing
in place of the body of the performer, the ‘body’ of the instrument becomes a
fetishised object. Such fetishisation is a search for the perfect form of the Gestalt
and arises from the need to protect the hegemonic notion of classical music as
purely abstract. Regarding this, I’d like to appropriate the text that seminal ‘70’s
artist Hannah Wilke’s appropriated from Ad Reinhardt, What does this represent?
What do you represent?
-Natasha Anderson

Vanitas (1981) – Salvatore Sciarrino (b.1947)
Memento Mori (Remember you will die)
In the modern western world death is not an every day event. Its occurrence is as
unavoidable as it ever was, yet the way that we deal with death and the knowledge of our
own mortality has shifted focus dramatically over the past century. Nowadays death,
being something most of us encounter only rarely, seems little connected with day-to-day
life. Humans have always grappled with death’s spectre through religion, ritual and the
arts. As attitudes towards death change, so too do the traditions associated with it.
Sciarrino’s Vanitas is a modern day ritual for death, that is closely bound to the history of
funery rituals and arts.
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The term vanitas is most closely associated with the genre of renaissance still-life
painting, given over to representations of death and mortality. It is a symbolistic genre,
where the artist stages a frozen picture of death by strategically arranging evocative
objects together in the one scene.
The earliest known use of the term vanitas comes from the ancient book of Ecclesiastes.
In that context, vanitas referred to a sense of emptiness. By the renaissance, vanitas had
been adopted as the namesake of the afore-mentioned genre of northern European stilllife painting. Common symbols utilized in vanitas painting are fruit, flowers, material
riches, musical instruments, time-pieces and skulls. These vanitas paintings contained
symbols of death, intended as a reminder of the transience of life, the vanity of ambition,
and the ephemeral nature of earthly pleasures. In reminding the viewer of the inevitability
death, a vanitas painting served as an exhortation to repent. These paintings were part of
a wider tradition known as memento mori. These ‘mementos’ are present in all sorts of
funery art and architecture, rising to prominence during the middle ages. Common forms
of memento mori include inscriptions on buildings and tombs, displays of the decaying
dead, paintings, drawings, etchings, wood-cuts, public clocks, trinkets and keepsakes.

Many musical works are also considered part of the tradition of memento mori. Starting
as early as the 14th century, notated musical depictions of death can be found in
Gregorian chant, dance-music, chanson and motets and later, madrigals, art-songs,
symphonies and masses. The ‘Dies Irae’ from the requiem mass of the roman-catholic
church might be the best-known example of memento mori in text and has been set by
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many composers. As early as the 15th century, the chant Dies Irae was employed for its
power to immediately evoke connotations of mortality in the mind of the listener (such as
in Ockeghem’s Mort tu as navre/misere). In the 19th century, Romanticism’s fetishisation
of the macabre and supernatural lead to the appearance of a number of pieces featuring
the chant notably, the 5th movement of Berlioz’ Symphony Fantastique (where the tune is
heard during the witches Sabbath), Liszt’s Totentanz for piano and orchestra and SaintSaen’s symphonic poem Danse Macabre.
It is interesting to me that Sciarrino chose to allude to Vanitas being ‘in one act’. To my
mind, this is a clear indication that Sciarrino considers this work an opera, despite the
absence of many of the hallmark characteristics usually associated with opera. Sciarrino’s
Vanitas was not intended to be staged and has no explicitly named characters or
narrative, nor does the traditional hierarchy of singers and orchestral accompaniment bare
on this piece. One reason for Sciarrino’s choice may be that he wished for the work to be
viewed in the context of the operatic tradition and its history of making a spectacle out of
death. Themes of death and ephermerality abound in grand opera. Some of the most
iconic works of the genre deal specifically with mortality and the cost of decadence.
Works like Bizet’s Carmen, Berlioz and Gounod’s Faust, Massenet and Puccini’s Manon
and Verdi’s La Traviata were the memento mori of their day. In most of these narratives,
the protagonist is a woman who, through her inconstancy or decadent behaviour, brings
about her own death (and usually the downfall of the man who pursued her). Like the
memento mori of Renaissance Europe they urged audiences to remember that death was
inescapable and that offences committed in life will be payed for after death.
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Though not an explicit ‘character,’ the solo female voice in Vanitas is suggestive of the
great anti-heroines of operas past. The woman alone is a powerful symbol; she is
mythologized as both the giver of life and the source of man’s downfall. In this piece she
is a highly abstracted picture of womanhood. She is at times vulnerable, at times
powerful, often she is a woman of nature and her vocal line is usually warm and
comforting, even in her descriptions of death. Working alongside the vocalist, the piano
and cello parts occupy many roles, performing figures that sometimes explicitly illustrate
the text and at other times appear to be contributing some message outside its scope.
The text is derived from European renaissance poems that present images of death,
transience and mortality. The same figures (flowers, flames, ghosts, musical instruments,
shadows, smoke, wax, nightingales, songs and hair) that occupy the vanitas paintings of
renaissance Europe are explicitly depicted in the texts. These images set the stage on
which the drama takes place.
Beyond the rich historical and textual references, Sciarrino builds into his ‘Still Life’,
aesthetic characteristics that connote stillness, reflection and mortality. The composer
manipulates the listener’s sense of time and perspective by utilising slow tempi, extended
silences and a subtle, repetitive approach to motific development. Motifs are exposed and
slowly transformed until they become recognizable refrains that the audience hears again
and again, changing in almost imperceptible increments. The work’s considerable length
and the lack of extraneous musical clutter allow the listener time to reflect upon the
meaning of the texts and gives each idea presented plenty of time to breathe. For me, it
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seems as if the melodies become fixed objects; as if as I, the listener, were moving slowly
around the still image, my perception changing gradually over time.

Texts:
Die Aussicht - Friedrich Hölderlin

The Prospect – Friedrich Hölderlin

Wenn in die Ferne geht der Menschen wohnend Leben,

When into distance moves the home and life of man,

Wo in [die]1 Ferne sich erglänzt die Zeit der Reben

where in the distance shines the time of vines,

Ist auch dabei des Sommers leer Gefilde,

then summer's blank realm is also there,

Der Wald erscheint mit seinem dunklen Bilde.

forest appears with its dark image

Daß die Natur ergänzt das Bild der Zeiten,

so nature completes the image of the times,

Daß die verweilt, sie schnell vorübergleiten,

so that it rests, they slide past swiftly

Ist aus Vollkommenheit, des Himmels Höhe glänzet

is from perfection, heaven's highness glowing,

Den Menschen dann, wie Bäume Blüt umkränzet.

man then adorned with a wreath like tree's blossom

Wie bin ich froh! – Hildegard Jone

How happy I am! – Hildegard Jone

Wie bin ich froh!

How happy I am!

noch einmal wird mir alles grün

once more everything starts to feel green

und leuchtet so!

and so shiny!

noch überblühn

still blossom on

die Blumen mir die Welt!

The flowers over all my world!

noch einmal bin ich ganz im Werden

once more becoming is where I find myself

hingestellt

standing

und bin auf Erden

and I'm on earth
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Vanitas
The libretto is Sciarrino's arrangement of fragments by anonymous writers, as well as Giovani Leone Sempronio (1603
–1646), Giambattista Marino (1569 —1625), Robert Blair (1699–1746), Jean De Sponde (1557 –1595), Martin Opitz
(1597 –1639), Johann Christian Günther (1695 –1723 ) and Christoffel von Grimmelshausen (1621 –1676).

Rosa
Rosa quae moratur,

The dying rose,

Unda quae labitur

The crashing wave,

Mundi delicias

Let us know

Docent fugaces.

That pleasure is fleeting.

Vix fronte amabili

These lovable things,

Mulcent cum labili

While they entice us

Pede, praetervolant

Disappear, with soft steps

Larvae fallaces.

Beguiling ghosts.

Marea di Rose

Flood of Roses

E un diluvio di fiamme

And a rain of flames

a poco a poco scioglie;

gradually melts;

Scioglie, quasi cometa,

Melts, like a comet,

il crine ardente

The burning mane

Per minacciar la morte.

Threatening death.

L'eco

The echo

Oraccolo de' boschi,

Oracle of the forest,
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Anima delle selve,

Soul of the bush,

Cittadina dell'ombre,

Village of shadow,

ombra sonante

sonorous shadow

- And the great bell has toll'd
Unrung, untouch'd

stridul'aura infelice

shrieking, unhappy aura

dell'altrui parli vago

you speak vaguely of others

Lo specchio infranto (pulvis stellaris)

The shattered mirror (stardust)

Ce beau flambeau

This beautiful torch

qui lance une flamme

that releases a smoking

fumeuse,

flame,

Sur le vert de la cire

Will extinguish its heat

éteindra ses ardours,

on this green wax,

L'huille de ce tableau

The colours of this

ternira ses couleurs,

painting's oil will fade,

Et ses flots se rompront

And its waves will break

à la rive écumeuse.

on the foamy bank.

Et moritur mors.

Even death dies.

Ultime Rose

The last roses

Das Mündlein von Korallen

The coral's little mouth

Wird Ungestalt.

loses its form.

Mit Rosen schmück

Adorn the head and hair

ich Haupt und hare,

with roses,
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Die Rosen tauch

I immerse the roses

ich in den Wein.

in wine.

Komm Trost der Nacht,

Come, o nightingale,

o Freudenschall

consolation of the night,

Aufs liebslichste

Your voice in joyous song,

erklingen!

will resound!

Die Rose zieret meine Flöten.

The rose adorns my flutes.

(translation: Connal Parsley)

Heartfelt thanks to: Joachim Gossman, Connal Parsley, James Rushford, Charles Curtis, Susan Narucki,
Aleck Kares, the performers: Pablo Gomez, Batya MacAdam Somer, Rachael Beetz, Brendan Nguyen,
Curt Miller, Joe Mariglio and especially Judith Hamann (who has come so far to play with us), the
composers: Patricia Alessandrini and Natasha Anderson, Neal Bockiek and Brady Baker at facilities and
the folks of red fish blue fish.
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CHAPTER 4

Three Voices

Introduction to the Chapter

This Chapter contains the documentation for my Master of Arts Recital: Three Voices, by
Morton Feldman. Included are pictures and program notes. The audio recording is
available at the Mandeville Special Collections Library.
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Program notes
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Photography

Photograph 19. Three voices, image 1 © Samuel Dunscombe
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Photograph 20. Three voices, image 2 © Samuel Dunscombe

Photograph 21. Three voices, image 3 © Samuel Dunscombe
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Photograph 22. Three voices, image 4 © Samuel Dunscombe
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